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RECOMMENDATION  ITU-R  BS.2032 

Synchronization of digital audio sample clock to video references 

 

(2013) 

Scope 

This Recommendation provides methods for synchronizing interconnected digital audio equipment, and to 
address synchronization of the audio sample clocks to video reference signals. 

Synchronization of digital audio signals is a necessary function for the exchange of signals between 
equipment. The objective of synchronization is primarily to time align sample clocks within digital audio 
signal sources and align them with video frames/fields.  

The provisions make use of the two-channel digital audio interface standard for professional use, 
Recommendation ITU-R BS.647. 

The ITU Radiocommunication Assembly, 

considering 

a) that digital audio implementations have been widely deployed; 

b) that there would be advantages if all digital audio equipment use the same synchronizing 
signal; 

c) that Recommendation ITU-R BS.647 requires the use of a video synchronizing signal; 

d) that a common synchronizing signal should be used for digital video and audio equipment; 

e) that for non-TV-video related applications, a reference signal is still required for multiple 
source applications, 

recommends 

1 that synchronization of digital audio sample clock to video references defined in Annex 1 
should be used; 

2 that compliance with this Recommendation is voluntary. However, the Recommendation 
may contain certain mandatory provisions (to ensure, e.g. interoperability or applicability) 
and compliance with the Recommendation is achieved when all of these mandatory provisions are 
met. The words “shall” or some other obligatory language such as “must” and the negative 
equivalents are used to express requirements.  
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Annex 1 

The primary area of application is the digital interconnection and synchronization of digital audio 
equipment contained within the production and acquisition environment. A further important 
objective is to define a means to synchronize digital audio sample clocks to a video reference 
signal. 

1 Modes of operation 

1.1 General 

Equipment should provide the ability to lock an internal sample-clock generator to a Digital Audio 
Reference Signal (DARS).  

1.2 Synchronizing methods 

Equipment should be synchronized by one of three methods. 

NOTE – In some circumstances, “word clock” may be used in a manner similar to the DARS signal. Word 
clock is not part of this Recommendation, but is described in Appendix 2.  

1.2.1 DARS referenced 

Equipment is synchronized to a DARS, which ensures that all input-output equipment sample 
clocks are locked to the same reference frequency and within the phase tolerance specified in this 
Recommendation. 

In situations where some 96 kHz signals are carried in the mode described in Recommendation 
ITU-R BS.647 as “single channel double sampling frequency mode”, it is necessary that the 
synchronizing reference signal has a frequency component at 48 kHz or lower, in order that two 
channels comprising a stereo pair shall be correctly related. Appendix 1 illustrates preferred phase 
relationships. 

1.2.2 Video referenced 

A master video reference is used to derive a DARS, locking video and audio signals at the 
sample-rate level and to video frame boundaries.  

1.2.3 GPS referenced 

A GPS receiver is used to reference a DARS, providing frequency and phase (from one-second 
pulses), and time-of-day sample address code in bytes 18 to 21 of channel status to support a time 
of day reference in locked equipment.  

1.3 DARS distribution 

The DARS shall be distributed in compliance with Recommendation ITU-R BS.647. 

1.4 External signals 

1.4.1 General 

When connecting external signals to an otherwise synchronous digital audio studio or production 
facility, § 1.4.2 shall apply. 
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1.4.2 Phase correction 

Where the incoming signal is identical in sample frequency but is out of phase with the DARS, 
Recommendation ITU-R BS.647 frame alignment shall be applied. 

1.5 Video referencing 

1.5.1 General 

In the case of a combined video and audio environment, the source of the DARS shall be locked to 
the video source so that the mathematical relationships given in Table 1 are obtained precisely.  

TABLE 1 

Audio-video synchronization 

Sample rate 
(kHz) 

Samples per frame 

25 Hz 30 Hz 29.97 Hz 50 Hz 60 Hz 59.94 Hz 

48 1920 1600 8008/5 960 800 4004/5 

96 3840 3200 16016/5 1920 1600 8008/5 
 

1.5.2 Integer ratios 

For video systems with an integer number of Recommendation ITU-R BS.647 frames in one video 
frame, the Recommendation ITU-R BS.647 audio can be locked synchronously to the video. 

1.5.3 Non-integer ratios – 5-frame lock 

For video systems with fractions of Recommendation ITU-R BS.647 frames in one video frame, 
Recommendation ITU-R BS.647 audio sample clocks can be locked using the video reference 
signal defined in Appendix 3. In this case, there is a 5-frame locking cycle. 

1.5.4 Non-integer ratios – Random lock 

It is common practice that the audio sample clock is synchronized on a video frame at random. 
While the frequency of the sample clock will be locked, the absolute phasing will not be 
maintained. Systems that utilize this means of locking do require buffers to ensure phasing of all 
equipment. 

NOTE – While every effort is taken to maintain a 5-frame sequence, it is not unusual for there to be less or 
greater number of samples within the 5-frame sequence. These discrepancies occur when material is edited 
or switched. 

2 Recommended practice for equipment synchronization 

2.1 DARS requirements 

2.1.1 DARS format 

The DARS shall have the format and electrical configuration of the two-channel digital audio 
interface and use the same connector as given in Recommendation ITU-R BS.647. However, 
the basic structure of the digital audio interface format, where only the preamble is active, shall be 
acceptable as a digital audio synchronizing signal. 
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2.1.2 DARS grade 

A DARS may be categorized as either grade 1 or grade 2. See also § 2.2. 

To be compliant with this Recommendation, only a grade 1 DARS signal is permitted. 

2.1.2.1 Grade 1 

A grade 1 DARS is a high-accuracy signal intended for synchronizing systematically a 
multiple-studio complex and may also be used for a stand-alone studio. 

2.1.3 DARS identification 

A DARS, which has the prime purpose of studio synchronization, shall be identified as to its 
intended use by byte 4, bits 0 and 1, of Recommendation ITU-R BS.647 channel status:  

TABLE 2 

Byte 4, bits 0 and 1: DARS 

Bits 1 0 Digital audio reference signal 

States 

0 0 Not a reference signal (default) 
1 0 Grade 1 reference signal 
0 1 Grade 2 reference signal* 
1 1 Reserved and not to be used until further defined 

* Not used in this Recommendation. 
 

2.1.4 DARS non-audio content 

A DARS shall be identified in channel status as “not linear PCM” when it contains other data 
rendering it unusable as a normal audio signal. See Recommendation ITU-R BS.647, channel 
status.  

NOTE – A DARS may carry an alignment tone in linear PCM form. 

2.1.5 DARS date and time 

Where a DARS is used to carry date and time information in the user channel, this shall be signalled 
in channel status using the bits specified in Recommendation ITU-R BS.6471 for the carriage of 
metadata in the user channel.  

2.1.6 DARS sampling frequency 

Sampling frequencies distributed by a DARS shall be 48 kHz or 96 kHz (see § 2.2.2). 

2.2 Sample frequency tolerances in equipment 

2.2.1 Long-term frequency accuracy 

A grade 1 DARS signal shall maintain a long-term frequency accuracy within ±1 part per million 
(ppm) relative to its rated frequency. Equipment designed to provide grade 1 reference signals shall 
only be required to lock to other grade 1 reference signals. 

                                                 

1 Recommendation ITU-R BS.647-3 (2011), Part 3 § 3.3. 
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2.2.2 Capture range 

The minimum capture range of equipment oscillators designed to lock to external inputs should be 
±2 ppm for grade 1 equipment. 

2.3 Equipment timing relationships 

2.3.1 General 

The timing-reference point is used to define the timing relationship between the DARS and digital 
audio input and output signals. 

2.3.1.1 Output timing phase 

The difference between the timing-reference points of the DARS and all output signals, at the 
equipment connector points, shall be less than ±5 % of the Recommendation ITU-R BS.647 frame 
period.  

The timing reference point of an output signal with double-rate or higher sampling frequency shall 
be within the stated tolerance at its own Recommendation ITU-R BS.647 frame rate.  

2.3.1.2 Device delay 

Receivers shall be designed so that the number of samples of delay through a device remains 
constant and known while the difference between the timing-reference points of the DARS and all 
input signals is less than ±25 % of the Recommendation ITU-R BS.647 frame period.  

2.3.2 Timing limits 

Table 3 specifies tolerances values for the sample frequencies for use with this Recommendation. 

TABLE 3 

Synchronization of digital audio: limits 

Professional sampling 
frequency 

(kHz) 

Synchronization window 
µs 

1/fs Permitted variation, 
Input 

(§ 2.3.1.2) 

Permitted variation, 
Output 

(§ 2.3.1.1) 

48 20.83 ±5.2 ±1.0 

96 10.41 ±2.6 ±0.5 
 

2.4 Video reference2 

One of the objectives of this Recommendation is to define the start of the X or Z preamble of the 
DARS to a known point in the video reference signal. 

2.4.1 25 or 50 Hz reference 

It is common practice in 25 or 50 Hz related TV systems to utilize a colour black analogue PAL 
signal. The PAL signal waveform is defined in Recommendation ITU-R BT.1700.  

                                                 

2 For the purpose of this Recommendation, the interface line numbers are used for the establishment of the 
timing references. 
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2.4.1.1 Video interface format timing 

V and H sync phase relationship between 1125/50/I and 1125/25/P tri-level sync, and 625/50/I 
analogue sync is shown in Fig. 1. 

FIGURE 1 

Line numbering of 1125/50/I, 1125/25/PsF, 1125/25/P, and 625/50/I formats 

BS.2032-01

1125/50/I, 25/PsF Tri-level analog sync

1122 1123 1124 1125 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1125/25/P Tri-level analog sync

11241122 1123 1125 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

625/50/I Analog sync

624 625 1 2 3 4

 

FIGURE 2 

DARS X preamble reference 

BS.2032-02

Video reference
signal

Half amplitude
point

DARS

X Preamble

Line 1

625/50/I   1125/50/I

 

The DARS X Preamble shall be referenced to the half-amplitude point of the leading edge of the 
synchronization pulse of line 1 of the television signal on every video frame. 
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2.4.2 30 or 603 Hz reference 

V and H sync phase relationship between 1125/59.94/I and 1125/29.97/P tri-level sync, and 
525/60/I analogue sync is shown in Fig. 3. 

2.4.2.1 Video interface format timing 

FIGURE 3 

Line numbering of 1125/59.94/I, 1125/29.97/PsF, 1125/29.97/P and 525/59.94/I 

BS.2032-03

1125/59.94/I and 29.97/PsF Tri-level analog sync

1122 1123 1124 1125 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1125/29.97/P Tri-level analog sync

1122 1123 1124 1125 5 6 71

2

525/59.94/I Analog sync

3 4 5 6

2 3 4

 

FIGURE 4 

DARS X preamble reference 

BS.2032-04

Video reference
signal

Half amplitude
point

DARS

X preamble

Drawing not to scale

Line 1 1125/59.94/I
Line 4   525/59.94/I

 

                                                 

3 Precise values are 30/1.001 and 60/1.001. 
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The DARS X Preamble shall be referenced to the half-amplitude point of the leading edge of the 
synchronization pulse of line 1 for 1080 systems and line 4 for 525 line systems. Alignment of the 
DARS X preamble should be timed for every 5th frame. There is a possibility that there could be  
a ±1 sample offset. The 525 line reference signal with 5 frame identification is shown in Appendix 3. 

2.4.3 Overall phase tolerance 

To aid practical implementations, there shall be a phase tolerance of ±5% of the Recommendation 
ITU-R BS.647 frame period between the DARS signals and the video reference, in addition to the 
±5% tolerance defined for digital audio synchronization at the system outputs in § 2.3.1.1. 

2.5 System practice 

Good engineering practice requires that timing differences between signal paths be minimized, 
to avoid timing errors accumulating with a risk of loss of synchronism.  

2.6 Clock jitter 

Jitter noise may be either random or in the form of modulation, which at frequencies less than 
sample rate will cause a timing error to accumulate according to the amplitude and frequency of the 
modulation waveform.  

NOTE – Recommendation ITU-R BS.647 defines limits for jitter on the digital audio interface. 

3 Date and time 

Flagging of date and time in channel status is specified in § 2.1.5. This may take a convenient form 
for transfer to Recommendation ITU-R BS.647 metadata stream.  
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Appendix 1 
(Informative) 

 
Timing relationships 

FIGURE 5 

Preferred phase relationships and channel usage 

BS.2032-05

X Y X Y

DARS

A A

Video reference

World clock

Channel A
sample n

Channel B
sample n

Channel A
sample 1n+

Channel B
sample 1n+

Channel A
sample n

Channel A
sample 1n+

Channel A
sample 2n+

Channel A
sample 3n+

BS 647-3 48 kHz
2 channel

BS 647-3 96 kHz single
channel  2 sampling×

Chan A
n

Chan B
n

Chan A
1n+

Chan B
1n+

Chan A
2n+

Chan B
2n+

Chan A
3n+

Chan B
3n+

BS 647-3 96 kHz 2
channel  2 clock freq.×

B

C

 

 

 Timing values 

A 20.5 μs – frame period at 48 kHz sampling frequency 

B ±1 μs tolerance 

C ±0.5 μs tolerance  
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Appendix 2 
(Informative) 

 
Word clock 

It is possible to meet all the timing requirements of this Recommendation by means of a square 
wave at sampling frequency basic rate, commonly called word clock. It is used between different 
pieces of equipment to provide sampling frequency locking of various sources. 

This signal is not standardized and the parameters quoted are merely examples. The signal is 
commonly carried on a coaxial cable, so that a single output can synchronize several receiving 
equipments by looping the signal through each in turn, and possibly terminating the cable with a 
75 Ohm resistor at the far end. 

The transmitted signal may vary in peak-to-peak amplitude from 1 V up to 5 V, and be either 
AC- or DC-coupled. 

The driver level most likely to provide the functionality required is a full 5 V, DC coupled, and able 
to drive a 75 Ohm load.  

Where new equipment is designed to use a word-clock signal, it is recommended that the rising 
edge is treated as the timing reference point referred to in § 2.3. 

The expression “word clock” is also used at circuit-board level to describe various sampling-frequency 
logic signals. 

Word clock is commonly used with digital audio signals other than Recommendation ITU-R BS.647. 
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Appendix 3 
(Informative) 

 
525 line reference signal with 5 frame identification 

FIGURE 6 

525 line reference signal with 5 frame identification 

BS.2032-06

2.22  0.1 sec± μ

2.22  0.1 sec± μ

Frame count pulses Even field ident

Rise and fall time
140  20 nsec± 1 2 3 4 5 6

Start pulse

Drawing not to scale

0.4  0.1 volts±

24  2 sec± μ

11.1  0.2 sec± μ

50%

 

The ten-field (five-frame) sequence identification is coded as follows: 

– The identification signal is inserted on Lines 15 and 278. 

– The first pulse is always present, and functions as a start pulse. 

– There follows a string of between zero and four frame count pulses that increase by one on 
line 15 (each odd field). The sixth pulse is present on line 278 (even field) only. Pulses are 
separated by spaces of duration equal to the pulses. 

The start of the ten-field sequence is unspecified and is not aligned with any time or time code 
value. More details are covered in Appendix 4. 
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Appendix 4 
(Informative) 

 
Informative references 

SMPTE 318M-1999, Synchronization of 59.94 or 50 Hertz related video and audio systems in analogue and 
digital areas: Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers, White Plains, NY., US. 

 

st0318-1999.pdf
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1  Introduction


Composite and component video equipment
frequently requires an external reference signal for
synchronization. The use of digital video and audio
signals places additional reliance on the reference to
avoid buffer management problems, manage jitter,
and maintain a defined relationship between video
and audio signals.


Color black is the external reference signal used
traditionally for analog NTSC and PAL equipment.
This standard specifies a compatible extension of the
color black signal to extend its application to digital
equipment operating at most frequency related stand-
ards.


2  Scope


This standard specifies the use of a derivative of a
color black signal as a reference for the synchroniza-
tion of all forms of composite or component, digital or
analog equipment using a system standard related to
59.94 Hz (60/1.001) or 50 Hz.


It also provides the option for the reference signal to
carry VITC. This will allow the reference to distribute
local or UTC time data.


In the case of the reference for 59.94-Hz related
signals, the signal may carry optionally a ten-field
sequence identification signal. This facilitates inter-
working with equipment operating at related rates
(e.g., 23.97 Hz (24/1.001) or 48 kHz).


3  Normative references


The following standards contain provisions which,
through reference in this text, constitute provisions of
this standard. At the time of publication, the editions
indicated were valid. All standards are subject to
revision, and parties to agreements based on this
standard are encouraged to investigate the possibility
of applying the most recent edition of the standards
indicated below.


SMPTE 12M-1999, Television, Audio and Film ----
Time and Control Code


SMPTE 170M-1999, Television ---- Composite Analog
Video Signal ---- NTSC for Studio Applications


SMPTE RP 164-1996, Location of Vertical Interval
Time Code


IEC 60169-8 (1978-01), Radio Frequency Connectors,
Part 8: R.F. Coaxial Connectors with Inner Diameter
of Outer Conductor 6.5 mm (0.256 in) with Bayonet
Lock ---- Characteristic Impedance 50 Ohms (Type
BNC), and IEC 60169-8-am 1 (1996-03), Amendment
No. 1, and IEC 60169-8-am 2 (1997-11), Amendment
No. 2.


ITU-R BT.470-6 (6/11/98), Conventional Television
Systems


for Television and Audio----
Synchronization of 59.94- or 50-Hz Related
Video and Audio Systems in Analog and
Digital Areas ---- Reference Signals 


Revision of
SMPTE RP 154-1994


SMPTE 318M-1999
SMPTE  STANDARD


Page 1 of 5 pages


Approved
September 1, 1999


Copyright © 1999 by THE SOCIETY OF 
MOTION PICTURE AND TELEVISION ENGINEERS
595  W. Hartsdale Ave., White Plains, NY 10607
(914) 761-1100







4  Timing reference application


4.1  Output reference


Where a separate reference is required for the output
function, the equipment shall derive its timing reference
for the output function from a signal as defined in this
standard.


4.2  Input reference


For equipment that stores video with variable delay (i.e.,
video recorders, synchronizers, and time-base correc-
tors) or that monitors video, the equipment may derive
its timing reference for the input function from the input
video or from a reference signal as defined in this
standard.


4.3  Relative timing


Some equipment, e.g., routing switchers, may use the
reference signal to derive a trigger for switching. In
systems using ATV and other signals, care should be
exercised to ensure that these transitions occur in the
appropriate period.


5  General characteristics


The reference signal is defined as follows:


5.1  Signal characteristics


The signal waveform shall conform to the system
specifications as defined in SMPTE 170M or ITU-R
BT.470-6, as appropriate, except as noted herein. The
signal must include the appropriate color burst.


5.1.1  59.94 Hz related


525 line; 2:1 interlace; 29.97 picture/s; 3.58 MHz
(nominal) subcarrier burst (NTSC).


5.1.2  50 Hz related


625 line; 2:1 interlace; 25 picture/s; 4.43 MHz (nomi-
nal) subcarrier burst (PAL).


5.2  Active picture signal level


The signal level throughout the active picture period
shall correspond to black level (see notes 1 and 2).


5.3  Sync and burst jitter


The timing of individual leading edges of horizontal
synchronization pulses at the reference generator
output shall be within 2 ns peak to peak, measured
over at least one field (see note 3).


The zero-crossing points of color burst subcarrier
shall be within 500 ps peak to peak measured over at
least one field.


5.4  Master oscillator frequency


The chroma subcarrier frequency should remain
within ± 1 Hz of its nominal value. The rate of change
should not exceed 0.1 Hz/s. 


5.5  Connectors


BNC connectors shall be in accordance with IEC
60169-8.


5.6  Impedance 


The reference signal source impedance shall be 75
ohms. Return loss shall be greater than 40 dB from
25 Hz to 10 MHz.


6  Ancillary signals


The reference signal may include signals for the trans-
port of additional information to facilitate timing and
synchronization with other systems.


This ancillary information should be coded to avoid
excessive disturbance to the average picture level
(see note 2).


6.1  Vertical interval time code


Vertical interval time code may be added on lines 14
and 277 only for 525/59.94 (NTSC) systems or lines
19 and 332 only for 625/50 (PAL) systems. This
should be in accordance with SMPTE 12M and
SMPTE RP 164.


6.2  Ten-field reference (59.94-Hz related systems
only)


For 59.94-Hz related systems (e.g., 525-line
NTSC), a reference signal to establish a unique
ten-field sequence may be added using lines 15


SMPTE 318M-1999 
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and 278. A pulse coded waveform identifies each field
over a ten-field (five-frame) sequence.


6.2.1  Ten-field sequence identification


The ten-field (five-frame) sequence identification is
coded as follows:  The first pulse is always present,
and functions as a start pulse. There follows a string
of between zero and four frame count pulses that
increase by one on line 15 (each odd field). The sixth
pulse is present on line 278 (even field) only. Pulses
are separated by spaces of duration equal to the
pulses.


The start of the ten-field sequence is unspecified and
is not aligned with any time or time code value. Some
applications or equipment may specify an alignment
to enable transient free switching between reference
signal sources.


6.2.2  Pulse waveshape, position and jitter


The six field-identification pulse edges should be
skew symmetric. Raised cosine shaping is preferred.
Other signal parameters are specified in table 1 and
figure 1.


6.3  Compliance nomenclature


The default compliance is defined as a signal contain-
ing no ancillary information. 


A suffix letter or letters should be appended to indicate
the addition of ancillary data.


A reference signal including VITC would be said to
conform to SMPTE 318M-A.


A reference signal including the five-frame reference
would be said to conform to SMPTE 318M-B.


A reference signal including both VITC and the five-
frame reference would be said to conform to SMPTE
318M-AB.


Notes


1  In some parts of the world, a nominal value from 0
IRE to 10 IRE may be used for the setup pedestal.


2  Reference signals of higher constant average pic-
ture level (APL) are specifically avoided because they
may cause performance degradation related to APL
variations between the vertical interval and other parts
of the signal. Furthermore, reference signals with
changing APL, such as moving video or switched test
signals, are also specifically excluded because they
may cause disturbances to the video signal being
processed by the equipment for which they are the
reference. Also, it has become a common practice to
use the reference signal as a convenient source of a
black picture. In this case, the effect of permitted
ancillary signals should be considered.


3  Reference signals with minimal jitter are preferred
for many applications. For example, ANSI/SMPTE
259M specifies a worst-case figure for alignment and
timing of jitter of 0.2 UI. Usually, this is accomplished
using a burst-referenced genlock since the burst has
less jitter than sync and provides more data for the
locking oscillator. For PAL systems using burst lock,
allowance must be made for the V-axis phase alter-
nation and irregular vertical interval blanking
sequence.
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Parameters Value Tolerance Units


  Logic 0 level 0 --0
+5   IRE 1)


  Logic 1 level 40 ± 5   IRE 1)


  Pulse width 2.22 ± 0.1   µ s  2)


  Pulse edge 10%--90% 140 ± 20 ns


  Pulse edge jitter <2 ns p-p


  H-sync to first pulse 11.11 ± 0.2 µs


  NOTES
  1)  IRE units are specified in SMPTE 170M.
  2)  A basic clock frequency of 4.5 MHz is assumed.


Table 1 -- Five-frame identification pulse parameters


1 2 3 4


11 BITS  =  24.44 µs11.1 µs


2.22 µs


FRAME COUNT PULSES


BIT RISE and FALL TIMES  =  140 ns +/- 20 ns


40  IRE


Figure 1.  TEN FIELD IDENTIFICATION  SIGNAL


5


2.22 µs


6


START PULSE EVEN FIELD IDENT


Figure 1 -- Ten-field identification signal


  11.1 µs  µs


 µs


 µs
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